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The mistakes of speaking on Student’s paper at XI grade students of SMA 1 Jember

This study aims (1) to describe about the mistakes of speaking in terms of morphology (2) to describe about the mistakes of speaking in terms of syntax. The kind of this study is descriptive qualitative research. The subjects of the present study were the XI grade students of SMA 1 Jember in academic year 2015/2016. The data collection techniques in this study is use documentation method to read and scan of student’s paper in the form of speaking mistakes in terms of morphology, syntax, and the valid of triangulating data. There are some mistakes of speaking in the results of this study in terms of morphology and syntax. The mistakes of speaking in terms of morphology is the mistakes of affixation as prefix, prefix ter, suffix –I, suffix –an, preposition, the rules of writing English to Indonesia, the mistake of hypercorrect. The mistakes of speaking in terms of syntax are on the excessive word, not solid paragraph on the student’s paper. As a result, the reader cannot understand about the idea or concept in writing of paper.
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